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Introduction

The Token Kennel is designed to take the hype of the MEME tokens and provide valid use cases along with them. This is becoming an entire Ecosystem of tokens. “Adopters” (Holders) will not only receive frictionless rewards on every transaction but will also be able to “Board” their tokens (Stake) and earn additional tokens as a reward for reducing the circulating supply. As the ecosystem grows there will be more boarding Partners bringing a use case to existing Tokens and giving even more reason to hold $Kennel. Each Boarding Contract will have different tokenomics and reward structures. But all Boarding contracts will require holding $Kennel to board Partner Tokens!
**How it Works - $Kennel**

Every transaction will have a 3% transaction fee. This fee will instantly be distributed to all token holders. 10% of the Total Supply has been sent to the burn address. This will not only reward all presale holders with a “Bonus” but will also create “The Pound”. The pound is where our furry friends go to take their eternal nap. Since $Kennel has no minting function, making it a deflationary token since the burn address will also be rewarded a portion of every transaction.

**Technical Details**

In this section we will highlight exactly how the smart contract is programmed to work. There will be a 3% tax on all buys, sells and transfers that instantly get distributed to all holders, including “The Pound.” This will decrease the number of tokens in circulation while also increasing the tokens in the “Adopters’” wallets.

**Boarding Your Tokens – Staking**

The boarding of $Kennel and future tokens will be done in a way that will require no additional minting of tokens. There will be a Board fee and an un-Board fee that will be added to the Boarding reward pool. The Boarding reward contract will distribute a Variable % of the reward pool daily depending on the contract, split proportionally to all active Boarder’s. The daily reward % ensures that the reward pool will never be emptied.

Boarding Partner tokens will be required to have several $Kennel tokens held in order to Board, this will depend on both the contract, and the price of $Kennel at any given time. This creates a Boarding as a Service ecosystem. Giving further reason to Hold $Kennel.
Conclusion

The Token Kennel has created an ecosystem of for tokens that will continue to reward “Adopters” for taking in stray Tokens and giving them a forever home. Each Boarding Contract, and future Tokens from the team will have different tokenomics, different rewards and as the ecosystem evolves there will be more features and ways to earn. We look forward to seeing our friends get adopted.